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Re: Machine

Abstract
Presently, the great improvement of technology brought us to
another peak in the history; it allocates greater power to machines.
Especially after the invention of chip in the 60's, components and
circuits are keep micronizing in a extremely speedy pace. Machine itself
becomes an independent man made species which isolates from the
natural evolution.
On the other hand, machine’s external appearance has nothing to do
with its internal mystery. Like sweet sugar coating, computer, communication and consumer electronic products are just covered with the shell
which called “style”. The inner truth of fear of complexity is absent in
design.The issue of machine's dishonest appearance brings us one of the
most primitive fears, the fear of unknown.
The uncanny and fear of machine came from the lack of understanding and mis-ﬁtting between inside and outside. Connection, dialog and
context are missing.
Therefore, if we could referring to the way how we contract our
knowledge, constant modiﬁcation of experience and ration explanations,
will not not only layers up and creates new perception, but also left a
new path of evolution to machine.
Through the process of creating a new contextual analysis, seeing,
reading and presenting machine in a different parallel history, gives the
depth (more relation between inside and outside) and width (a new
viewpoint of seeing machine with different understanding process and
references) to the faceless machine. Perhaps this project, could provide a
space for discussion to questioning things that we take for granted and
open up more imagination whit ﬂash minds.
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Re: Machine

Prologue
"The trouble with a mask is it never changes"
— Charles Bukowski

The best fuel in the world is our endless lust: visions, desires and
ambitions, drives development and evolution of our civilization.
Technology, the modern alchemy, can be seem as a substantive ambition
of creation and evolvement on materialism. Thus, machine, the seventh
kingdom artiﬁcial life-form, is one of the ultimate tangible representations of the sum of metaphors and desires.
Its functionality is growing dramatically toward a ideal organic object
by strengthening, extracting and replacing existing life-form’s function.
On the other hand, its outer skin, becomes a inorganic metaphorical
complex. If we excluding the manipulation of consumerism (aesthetic
and metaphor value) by media, and the production technic’s limitation,
the reason of this parallel development, I believe, is caused by the fast
pace of growth. The fast pace development of technology complicates
inside of the machine, thus, our vocabulary is not enough to construct a
relevant inside / outside relationship. Also, the uncanny of its expanding
organic functionality, make us consciously disconnect its appearance to
its function. Apart from lacking the vertical dialog between inside and
outside, the linear historical context is also absence. As a result,
dishonest faces which lack readabilities are given to machine.
Thus, if these man-made species are getting smarter and powerful in
every second, our understanding would not able catch up its changing,
predictably, the fear of its increasing unknowns will expand. Shouldn't
both inside and outside of machine interact and design in a more relative
way? What if we can manipulate external and internal of machines in a
more relevant context, will it bring a more honest human-machine
connection and open up a new pathway of understanding machine?
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Research & Analysis
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Internal Fear and Uncanny
Rapid Development and Fears of Machine and Technology

People are conscious about the hidden fear of machine since long
ago.
In the late 20’s, famous German ﬁlm director Fritz Lang already
expressed his cinematic visions of technology and fear in ﬁlm Metropolis. Machine in this ﬁlm as a representation of pure power holds
working class citizens. It interprets the fear of ignorance which is given
by the complexity and power of machine.
As the time goes by, this fear never goes away.
In 1950’s, the developments of Integrated circuit (IC) opened up a
gate of inﬁnity to machine. It was the seed that changed the world and
whole economy system. Nobel Prize winner Jack Kilby described
integrated circuit as “a body of semiconductor material ... wherein all the
components of the electronic circuit are completely integrated.” in 1959.
Functionalities were integrated, machine was no longer stay in the shape
of gear and mechanism. Instead of that, the combination of components
and circuits built up the base of the possibilities of multiplex functionalities.
As the celebration of future technology is keep on going, on the other
side, Statistician and cryptographers Irving John Good addressed the
issue that now as known as “technological singularity” which anticipates
the eventual advent of superhuman intelligence -
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Later on, as the Intel co-founder Gordon Earle Moore predicted in
1965 (as known as Moore’s Law), that number of components in
integrated circuits had doubled every year from the invention of the
integrated circuit in 1958. His prediction has proved to be uncannily
accurate till today. That means the computers that we have nowadays
are 4503599627370496 times more powerful then 1958. Also, according
to futurist Ray Kurzweil, he predicted that by 2045, The Singularity will
happen. By that time, Artiﬁcial Intelligent will be smarter then human
brian, which is dateable, but it is not impossible according to the pace of
technology developments.
Now, smart machines are everywhere in our life. They help us a lot in
many ways, but for its inner mystery, normal people really do not know
much. People might say that they don’t have fear or anxiety about
machines, they work good and great for life. In my opinion, what would
make people anxious about is the differ between outside and inside,
which designer should consider and responsible about.
Could we catch up the height that technology improved and accept it
dominates our life without anxiety?

“Let an ultraintelligent machine be deﬁned as a machine that can far surpass all the
intellectual activities of any man however clever. Since the design of machines is one of these
intellectual activities, an ultraintelligent machine could design even better machines; there
would then unquestionably be an 'intelligence explosion,' and the intelligence of man would be
left far behind. Thus the ﬁrst ultraintelligent machine is the last invention that man need ever
make.”

This fear of machine’s rising brought more debates and discussions of
the up coming technology epoch. For example, in ﬁlm 2001: A Space
Odyssey, the super computer HAL-9000 interrupted the role that
high-tech machine and device could take in the future, and again, proof
our dread of things getting out of control.
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Metropolis (1928), directed by Fritz Lang
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Life with Machine and its Multiplicity

machine as a space container
Because of the multi-functionalities of machine, its own complexity
isolates it from the environment and becomes an independent existence.
Also, because of its multi-function and miniaturized independency,
actual space that we live in has been internalized into machine. Machine
becomes a container of multi-spaces.For example, when we look at the
applications on an iphone, and list all the objects which does the same
job in our life, it seems covered most of objects in a room, in a ofﬁce or
in a house. Actual objects become virtual application. Actual space
becomes virtual space. These metaphysical projections, somehow,
address many issues, such as lack of direct communication, diminution
of living space, in present time.
Another example, the online game Second Life, created another
virtual world which everyday has around 150,000 actual people log in
this virtual city to become virtual inhabitants. People are even willing to
spend an amazing amount of money to buy a ﬁctional land in the virtual
world. It shows that our life has been weaved together with the space
and world that machine projected and we are used to it.
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processor and so on, we can see the trace of how machine design
relates to the logic of human understanding of the nature. According to
futurist Ray Kurzweil - ‘many of the designs of future machines will be
biologically inspired—that is, derivative of biological designs. These
future nonbiological entities will display the intelligence and emotionally
rich reactions (such as "aspirations") of humans.’ (The singularity is
near, 2005, p.338 - 339)
Thus, responds on human’s aspirations, the human’s “shape” also
added on machine. Human stubbornly associates the image of future
machines with our own body characters. It seems that can help us to
understand the machine of future in the present time, but that is just
another ideal emotional projection on our unknown. In addition, it could
drag us into the chaos of the “uncanny valley”.(The term was addressed
by roboticist Masahiro Mori in 1970, and has been linked to the essays
from Ernst Jentsch's and Sigmund Freud back to early 20th century.
The uncanny valley is the region of negative emotional response towards
robots that seem "almost human". Movement ampliﬁes the emotional
response.)
As an progressing organism, a medium of spaces, we should
understand its true essence before we impose the “Style” on it.

As a container or in between medium of spaces, its “modern” looking
gives no evidence of its role.
machine as an organism
Although there are many differences between man’s invention and
nature creatures, for example, nature prefers curves, on the other hand,
human prefers straight line, but it is clear to see that human took
nature’s advantage into our invention in human history of technology
development. We human and natural creatures live in the same planet,
sharing the same material, taking the same physical and chemical
limitation, even gravity. Evolution of nature has continued for millions of
years, for human beings, its clever design naturally becomes great
example for technology improvement. For example, columnar and
hexagonal honeycomb structure is used in aerospace industry because of
its excellent stiffness relative to its weight.
Machine is no exception. If we compare smart machines nowadays to
the nature, the idea of system, circuit, division of functions, power,
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Uncanny Valley - Masahiro Mori (1970)
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External, Style and Environment
Skin and Shell
‘When the devil casteth his skin, doth not his name also fall away? It is also skin. The devil
himself is perhaps—skin.’ Nietzsche, Thus spake zarathustra

Skin is what we perceived and we placed our judgment on that.
Races, species and origins, these informations are all shown on skin. Be
cause it shows differences, therefore, the divisions of opinions are
appeared. The essence is still the same, but skin is the metaphor of the
viewpoint we took which effects our judgment. Same for machines.
What we consume nowadays is not the content, but skin. When we walk
into a electronic shop, there are hundreds of products with different
appearance but work in a similar way. People refuse to read the essence
and it is also unreadable in these days.
Remember the ﬁrst mobile phone I had was a Nokia 3210, it came
with a cool function, changeable covers. One day after school, I went to
a mobile shop with my friend. I was thinking to change the cover for a
while already. We went in the shop and the owner showed us all the
covers. There were hundreds of them and I didn’t know which one I
should choose. Also the price is 7 times different between the cheapest
and the most expensive ones. I was thinking by myself, they just look
different, but all do the same job. (Which totally not relate to the actual
function of mobile.)
Skin and shell, are our perceptions. Difference is we are hardly
associate the shell with its contents, especially on machine, be cause it is
a unreadable coating which covers growing complexity.

Chicken Skin on a Figure
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Traditional Environment

Objects in traditional environment are relevant. From the setting and
arrangement, to its function and form, everything is connected. As Jean
Baudrillard described in System of Object, in traditional environment,
such as bourgeois interior, is patriarchal. The furniture is highly
integrated, unifunctionality, immovability, imposing presence and
hierarchical. The pieces of furniture confront one another, jostle one
another, and implicate one another in a unity that is not so much spatial
as moral in character. (chapter 1, the traditional environment)
Of course we cannot deny that the modern complexity situation we
live in, just give us less moral constraint and more individual freedom.
On the other hand, as the result, it also courses the isolation from object
to human to environment. Look around our surrounding, every piece of
objects is in the contest of dazzle. For this purpose, form has been
detached from its function, especially on machines. Their formal
neutrality and prophylactic ‘whiteness’ is the execution of the awareness
of functionality, then, the form of objects becomes the functionality that
fascinates our mind, which we called “style”.
It just turns our surrounding into a plate of scramble eggs, which is
the same as in human relationship, living environment, city plan and
even the whole planet.
bourgeois interior
10
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Language, Metaphor & Perception- History of Automobile Development

Automobile, as a high technology based personal transportation
device, symbolizes the forward-looking of technology development in
different eras by its function and appearance. As an example, it
clearly shows how the changing of form associates to our relation
between perception and machine in different periods.
In the early stage of automobile development, Benz Patent
Motorwagen, the ﬁrst car to go into production with an internal
combustion engine appear in 1886. Visible exposed mechanism with a
high seat, thin wheels and long stiff control handle. The way of
representing the idea of powerful mobile machine in that era is
astonishingly similar to the groom seat on horse carriage. It looks
like a profession tool to ride. Driver needs to perfectly know the
principle of how it works in order to handle it, which is just like the
relation between groom and horse.
1908, the ﬁrst affordable automobile Ford Model T was produced
by Henry Ford, spread to the world. In its earlier model, the exterior
design carried the idea of mobility and space, which came from horse
carriage still. The driver seat was designed within the same space
with passenger, which showed the changing of social structure. On its
later model in the 20’s, the cabin is more isolated and the image of it
became a combination of house (which represented the space) and
the horse carriage (symbolized mobility).
Around 30’s, the break through of aerodynamic research and the
improvement of automobile engineering, streamline was widely used
in car design which was from scientiﬁcally applied aerodynamic
principles. It gave strong impressions on its mystique of speed and
efﬁciency which was not only a symbolic decoration, but also give
actual beneﬁts to vehicle on reducing air resistance. Later on, this
“symbol” of speed, power and advancement totally replaced the
image of "horseless" carriages into sleek vehicles with sweeping lines,
became a passionate external space with progression. Also, the tail
wings on American cars in 50’s and 60’s as an example, also as a
symbol that projected our passions and aspirations on these machine.
(also represent the victory from WWII) From here, the focus of the
form had been slightly drifting into a metaphor.
In modern era, the connection between the form of vehicle and its
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function is gone. After the whole engineer design has been
changed and computerized by the massive progression of electronic
revolution, the form has been detached. Form just stays as an image
of the marketing approach. It does tell its story, but again, it just lost
its accent and come down to a contest of variety.

1. Benz Patent Motorwagen (1886)
2. Ford T Model (1908)
3. Ford T Model (1926)
1

2

3

4

5

6
4. Chrysler Airﬂow (1934)
5. Chrysler Test Car in 30’s
6. Plymouth Belvedere (1956)
7. Volkswagen Golf VI

7
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Reveal the Mystery
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A New Chapter of Machine History

Re: Machine

Imaginary

Reality
create

Overall, the uncanny and fear of machine came from the lack of
understanding and mis-ﬁtting between inside and outside. Fear of
unknown. If we are able to build up the knowledges and experiences
about machine from the beginning, the design and making of machine
would be changed entirely in a more relevant way.
Our knowledge is built up by layers and layers of experiences and
rational explanations. Through this constant modiﬁcation by adding new
experiences and explanations, it also left a path of evolution. Modern
smart machine’s evolution path is no longer visible for tracking.
Connection, dialog and context are missing. Only empty shell is left for
eye-candying. That is the reason that cause uncanny anxiety.
Therefore, if we can give up our preconceived ideas of machine,
honestly examine man-machine relationship, step by step, it would
create a new history track of understanding machine in a new relevant
way. Through different stages of examining, the experience will be
layered and renewed. In the end, the path would lead us to perceive
machine in a different viewpoint and change our perception. As the
result, brings out new possibilities to interpret a honest, relevant
relationship between machine and us with a ﬂash mind.

Folklore

uncanny
&
fear

Anatomy
cause

Analysis

inside

=

Hypothesis
Machine
New History

reinterpretate
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Folklore - Fears and Monsters
In our worst fear and anxiety, people created monsters in myth and
fantasy to express their understanding. Perhaps, it could be a way to
overcome the unreliable form-function contradiction; be honest to our
unfamiliarity and represent the form in more honest way refer to our
imagination.
Rapid Development and Fears of Machine and Technology

Unfamiliarity always brings us fear and anxiety. Because when we
are engaging with things which are out of our ordinary understanding,
fear and anxiety as our self-protecting functions will be activated. They
might cause heart palpitations, muscle weakness, tension, shortness of
breath or headaches on our physical reaction. Nevertheless, on mental
level, our brain will try to make reasonable association between these
unfamiliarities and our limited understanding, furthermore, conceptualize and reconstruct into an understandable metaphor in shape or
content. This mental activity increasingly activates our imagination.
Thus, monsters are created in this chain reaction.
Therefore, we could say, monsters are ﬁctional man-made creatures
(products) base on our imagination, created in a understandable content
to represent fear, anxiety on unknown, ignorance and unfamiliarity in
extreme personiﬁed point.

Unknown expends our imagination. (The electronic products
nowadays are lack of imaginations, in General.)
Famous vampire as an example, from many literatures in middle age,
the folklore of vampire was appearing in everywhere around the
Europe. People believed that vampire is the folkloric beings who subsist
by feeding on blood, scared of sunlight and the smell of garlic, and with
big black wings. Actually in present studying, researchers refer the tale
of vampire to rabies and porphyria.
Rabies has been linked to vampire. The susceptibility to garlic and
light could be due to hypersensitivity, which is a symptom of rabies. The
disease can also affect portions of the brain that could lead to
disturbance of normal sleep patterns (thus becoming nocturnal) and
hypersexuality. Same for porphyria, because the abnormal activity of
porphyrin in body, sunlight could cause blisters and ulcers on patient’s
skin, the most serious cases can cause death. Therefore, patients with
such symptoms always cover their head, hands and body with a big cloth
in order to avoid exposure to sunlight and ultraviolet light.
How about the bat? Most people associate the image of vampire to
bat, but actually, the speciﬁc bat which sucks blood can only be found in
Africa. In history, there was no record that this kind of speciﬁc bat
appear in Europe. Maybe, the whole wings thing is just another our
imagination which according to our limited knowledge.

Hyakki Yakō (Night Parade of One Hundred Demons), Muromachi period
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Monsters and Reality

Shan Hai Jing (The Classic of Regions Beyond the Seas), a Chinese
classic text that is at least 2,200 years old, is largely a fabled geographical and cultural account of pre-Qin China as well as a collection of
mythology. In Shan Hai Jing, there are many mythical species, here is
one of my favorites:

Re: Machine

ﬁctional monsters are the witness that recorded our ancient
knowledge and fantasy. Could we also create our imagination skin
(viewpoint) to explain our present complexity that given by machines?

The Classic of Regions Beyond the Seas: The North" section (8)
describes Zhuyin on Mount Zhong.
The deity of Mount Bell is named Torch Shade. When this deity's eyes look out there is
daylight, and when he shuts his eyes there is night. When he blows it is winter, and when the
calls out it is summer. He neither drinks, nor eats, nor breathes. If this god does breathe, there
are gales. His body is a thousand leagues long. Torch Shade is east of the country of Nolegcalf.
He has a human face and a snake's body, and he is scarlet in colour. The god lives on the lower
slopes of Mount Bell.

Zhuyin as known as the Torch Dragon is well-known in early
Chinese mythology. According to resent researches by examining
ancient Chinese geography, Major, Chinese mythology researcher,
suggests it is probably a mythical interpretation of the aurora borealis.
Also similar examples can be found in many different cultures.

Aurora

Hyakki Yakō (Night Parade of One Hundred Demons), famous
Japanese folklore since 16th century, describes during summer night,
Tsukumogami (originate from items or artifacts that have reached their
100th birthday and thus become alive and aware.) will go on the streets.
Anyone who comes across the procession will die.
By looking into the background, back to 16th century, because the
fast development of industry in Japan, objects could be produced in
cheaper and faster ways. The consumption speeded up and people did
not treasure objects anymore. Therefore, the idea of Tsukumogami was
illustrated by people in that period. On one hand the folklore of
Tsukumogami portrayed the situation of society during that period; on
the other hand, while the tale spread around, it gave a message to the
public that do not waste.
In the examples above, we can see how ancient associated their
anxiety and fear with the ﬁctional creatures. They reﬂected the fact in
the pass and showed how people understand and represent. Those

20

Zhuyin in Shan Hai Jing
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A Shift from Fear to Curiosity
Talking about fear nowadays, ﬁrst impression comes out from our
mind, might be bloodiness, darkness, extraordinary. We can easily ﬁnd
these elements are widely used in the horror ﬁlms and ﬁctions as a
classical stereotype to manipulate our feeling and emotion. These
elements can be seem as the deepest unwanted situation which gives
fear. By closer examination, we can see the contents hiding behind these
scenarios. Under the skin, unexception, unfamiliarity, extraordinary.
These also can be seem as a metaphor toward to mystery, hunt, insecure
and death.

Re: Machine

The essential of transforming the fear is not the given fact, but the
power of explanation with a updated rational context, which in here is
science. This updated rational explanation could be seen as evidences
which can create new scenario to twist the fear. Perhaps, attach science
as a metaphor to create a rational and believable context, could
construct a new scenario, help us transform and overcome the fear of
machine, even more, shift it to curiosity.

Same for the machine, under its shell, the powerful unknown is
growing and activating. We could not able to handle the true face under
it. Partly because the lack of understanding, also it is lack of general
understandable dialog, thus, the fear is growing. As a modern industrial
design solution, a pleasing appearance would be a standard answer, but
is not it a lame excuse?
Unlike the popularity of naked bloodiness, monsters, especially
theological and ﬁctional monsters, these extraordinary species are almost
extinct because of the improvement of science. Now they remain a
metaphor as a representation of ignorance in the past. Furthermore, they
become part of the modern pop culture.
Enlightenment - Rise of Discovery

Back to 17th and 18th century, during the Age of Enlightenment, the
rising of strong believe in rationality and science gave a huge impact on
society and religion. The scientiﬁc revolution brought people closely
examining the misgiven history and ideas which provoked by religion
and theology. Myth, fantasy and monsters were challenged by scientiﬁc
examination, which were in the end, been broken, explained and
interpreted. The fear of unknown and ignorance in the past become an
understandable former social condition. This liberation of philosophy,
science and humanity not only opened up a new pathway toward the
truth, but also let people aware of what they perceived.
As a result, fear, unknown and ignorance turned into aggressive
curiosity, wonder and desire. The attitudes of people changed from
passive to active. They ﬁght for their right of being and knowing.

22

William Blake's Newton as a divine geometer (1795)
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Anatomy Illustration, Specimen, Preparation and Presentation

The interior of our bodies is hidden to us. What happens beneath the
skin is mysterious, fearful, amazing. In antiquity, the body's internal
structure was the subject of speculation, fantasy, and some study, but
there were few efforts to represent it in pictures. The invention of the
printing press in the 1450s, and the development of woodcut and
copperplate engraving, made it possible to publish multiple copies of
illustrated anatomies.
Anatomy illustration does not only show both hidden mystery and
reality under the skin to the audiences, but also created a special neutral
atmosphere of the morbidness. Especially in the early modern era
(1450-1750), the boundary between art and science was ill-deﬁned.
Anatomists and their artist collaborators made use of familiar modes of
representation — the iconography of landscape, nudity, mythology and
Christianity. Artists tried to create illustrations which were not only
accurate, but also amazing, beautiful, and entertaining.
The emergence of anatomical illustration between 16th and 18th
century coincided with a larger phenomenon, a new deﬁnition of
personhood that was performed at court, in salons, coffeehouses,
country estates, theaters, marketplaces, and at court. Inevitably
anatomists took up, commented on, and played with, the contemporary
obsession with self-fashioning and individuality—it was an era of
manners, wit, foppishness, and coquetry. Artists did not just record
anatomical reality; they dramatized, travestied, beautiﬁed, and moralized
it. For example, in Giulio Casserio's famous engraving "De formato
foetu...", a pregnant woman is dissected so that the ﬂaps resemble petals
of a ﬂower, with the baby at the center.
In the late 1600s, a new anatomical art-form appeared: the specimen.
Anatomists began to collect and exhibit bodies and body parts. Their
specimens were real, and they dazzled viewers. Like wax and marble,
the human body served as a sculptural medium. The anatomist
preserved this material, and then colored, costumed, and arranged it in
glass cases or free-standing displays. Frederik Ruysch for instance, the
ﬁrst great exponent of the anatomical specimen, was famous of his
"repository of curiosities". He festooned infant skeletons with various
objects, organic and non-organic, and arranged them in landscapes of
body parts, created extraordinary multi-specimen scenes. The context
behind the arrangement of specimens totally twisted the fear of real
reains into curiosity.
Frederik Ruysch’s Drawing of Specmens Presentation
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Another example, Honoré Fragonard, a great master of écorchés
preparation, was remembered for his famous work “Écorché of a horse
and his rider”. His artistic approch of dehydrated specimen preparation
gave a scuptual look on his work. The skin of the horse was falling apart
while it was running, the rider stared at a distant place with his muscle
exerted. The mixture between preparation and presentation, art and
science, again brought out curiosity beyond the fear.
Also in more recent period, the presentation of realistic skin disease
wax casting model had its own rule. The goal of wax casting of skin
disease, in the period of 18th century, was represent the condition as real
as possible.Therefore, in most cases, wax models were more dreadful
and terrifying even than photography because they looked more realistic
than ﬂat images. On the other hand, contrary, majority of wax models,
their edge were covered by white fabric, even lace. In addition, they are
often placed in a mono background. These gestures give us a ﬁlter to
neutralize the nausea of illness. The white fabric cover gave a clean,
surgery-like impression which also can be seem as a metaphor of body
continuance. The mono background reduced our emotion responds and
cleared the focus. Thus, as a studying model, it can be read as impartial
as possible. The horror of the disease is still there, the wax model is just
simply present the truth to the audiences and leave the judgement to
them.
Therefore, using anatomical illustration, specimen, preparation and
presentation as a metaphor, to turn the machine inside out, could present
the fact of its internal complexity in a neutral way, at the same time, as a
tool to communicate the idea of its mis-ﬁtting between inside and
outside, thus open up the curiosity and discovery.

Man with a Mandible by Honoré Fragonard
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Wunderkammer

Wunderkammer, as known as cabinet of curiosities, was an
encyclopedic collection of objects originated from sixteenth century
whose categorical boundaries were yet to be deﬁned. It is also the early
form and origin of museum. It could be a collection of different ranges of
objects which includes natural history, geology, ethnography, archaeology, religious or historical relics, works of art, antiquities and early
practitioners of science.
The term kammer originally means a room, but it should not be a ﬁx
formate. I believe the cabinet of curiosity is not a space contents
extraordinary objects, but the collection made the space. Beside, it has
its special gesture by exhibiting to twist the atmosphere of extraordinariness. The safety distance, extraordinary, surprising and endless
discovery provide viewers a special experience of knowing. Even the
worst fear, in the wunderkammer, turns into curiosities. By presenting
machine in a setting of a curiosity cabinet with the shown morbidity is
given a bearable character. The curiosity cabinet is not only a reference
to early science, but also shows not only in one singular discipline but to
search in an encyclopedic width searching for ways to come to
understanding in a combination of methods.

Re: Machine

New Ghost of Machine
I believe in our time, our focus is lost, our rationality is gulfed by the
manipulated ideology. Designer, as a accomplice of the system, as a front
of the production, as a mirror of the reality, should open eyes. The
hidden knowledge is locked up by the faceless cage we created. The stair
is too high to climb, the pillow is too sweet to awake. Most of us choose
asleep. Thus the knowledge is still hidden, the cage still faceless. General
is a dangerous condition, but also a powerful tool. Shooting star was a
symbol of bad luck, now everyone want to see it when they look up the
sky at night. Deformed creatures was a reborn of monster, now becomes
rare studying specimens to examining early mythology. Earthquake was
a anger from Poseidon, now earthquake engineering becomes professional domain which helps people away from natural disaster. The new
ghost of machine could be also put into good use.
Through the process of creating a new contextual analysis, seeing,
reading and presenting machine in a different parallel history, gives the
depth (more relation between inside and outside) and width (a new
viewpoint of seeing machine with different understanding process and
references) to the faceless machine. Perhaps this project, could provide a
space for discussion to questioning things that we take for granted and
open up more imagination whit ﬂash minds.
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